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$n$ $x=(x_{1}, x_{2}, \ldots, x_{n})$ $K[x]$ $K=\mathbb{Q}$ ( $\mathbb{C}$ )
$n$ $\xi=$ $(\xi_{1}, \xi_{2}, \ldots , \xi_{n})$ $K[\xi]$
$n$ $x_{1},$ $\ldots,$ $x_{n}$
$x_{1}^{a_{1}}x_{2^{2}}^{a}\cdots x_{n}^{a_{n}}$ $\alpha=(a_{1}, \ldots, a_{n})\in N^{n}$ $x^{\alpha}$ $\alpha$
$x^{\alpha}=x_{1}^{a_{1}}x_{2}^{a_{2}}\cdots x_{n}^{a_{n}}$ mdeg $(x^{\alpha})$
$|\alpha|=a_{1}+\cdots+a_{n}$ tdeg$(x^{\alpha})$ $\xi$
$i=1,$ $\ldots,$ $n$ $e_{i}\in N^{n}$ $i$ 1 $0$
$e_{i}=(0, \ldots, 0,1,0, \ldots, 0)$
$K[x]$ $(\mathbb{C}^{n}$ $)$ $O$ $H_{[O]}^{n}(K[x])$
$H_{[O]}^{n}(K[x])= \lim_{karrow\infty}Ext_{K[x|}^{n}(K[x]/\langle x_{1}, x_{2}, . . . , x_{n}\rangle^{k}, K[x])$
$\{x_{1},$ $x_{2},$ $\ldots,$
$x_{n}\rangle$ $x_{1},$ $x_{2},$ $\ldots$ , $x_{n}$
$X$ $\mathbb{C}^{n}$ $O$ $H_{[O]}^{n}(K[x])$ $(X, X-\{O\})$
\v{C}ech
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$\lambda=(l_{1}, l_{2}, \ldots, l_{n})\in N^{n}$ $\frac{1}{x^{\lambda+1}}=\frac{1}{x_{1}^{l_{1}+1}x_{2}^{l_{2}+1}\cdots x_{n}^{l_{\hslash}+1}}$ \v{C}ech
$H_{[O]}^{n}(K[x])$ $[ \frac{1}{x^{\lambda+1}}]\in H_{[O]}^{n}(K[x])$ o
$\psi\in H_{[O]}^{n}(K[x])$
$\psi=\sum_{\lambda}c_{\lambda}[\frac{1}{x^{\lambda+1}}](c_{\lambda}\in K, \lambda=(l_{1}, l_{2}, \ldots, l_{n})\in N^{n})$
$H_{[O]}^{n}(K[x])$ $K[x]$ $x^{\kappa}$ $[ \frac{1}{x^{\lambda+1-\kappa}}]$ \v{C}ech
$\circ$
$x^{\kappa}[ \frac{1}{x^{\lambda+1}}]=\{\begin{array}{ll}[\frac{1}{x^{\lambda+1-\kappa}}] l_{i}\geq k_{i}, i=1, \ldots, n0 otherwise\end{array}$
$\kappa=(k_{1}, \ldots, k_{n})\in N^{n},$ $\lambda=(l_{1}, \ldots, l_{n})\in N^{n},$ $\lambda+1-\kappa=(l_{1}+1-k_{1}, \ldots, l_{n}+1-k_{n})$
$([22, 27])$








$x^{\kappa}*\xi^{\lambda}=\{\begin{array}{l}\xi^{\lambda-\kappa} l_{i}\geq k_{i}, i=1, \ldots, n,0 otherwise,\end{array}$
$\kappa=(k_{1}, \ldots, k_{n})\in N^{n},$ $\lambda=(l_{1}, \ldots, l_{n})\in N^{n},$ $\lambda-\kappa=(l_{1}-k_{1}, \ldots, l_{n}-k_{n})$
1( ). $N^{n}$ $\lambda=(l_{1}, \ldots, l_{n})$ $\lambda’=(l_{1}’, \ldots, l_{n}’)$
$[ \frac{1}{x^{\lambda+1}}]\prec[\frac{1}{x^{\lambda+1}}]$ $|$ $\lambda’+1\prec\lambda+1$
$|\lambda’+1|<|\lambda+1|$ $|\lambda’+1|=|\lambda+1|$ $l_{i}’+1=l_{i}+1,$ $i<i,$ $l_{j}’+1<l_{j}+1$
$i\in N$
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$[ \frac{1}{x^{\lambda+1}}]\prec[\frac{1}{x^{\lambda+1}}]$ $K[\xi]$ $\xi^{\lambda’}\prec\xi^{\lambda}$
$\xi_{1}\prec\xi_{2}\prec\xi_{3}\prec\cdots\prec\xi_{n}$
$\psi$
$\psi=c_{\lambda}[\frac{1}{x^{\lambda+1}}]+\sum_{\lambda\prec\lambda}c_{\lambda’}[\frac{1}{x^{\lambda+1}}],$ $c_{\lambda}\neq 0$ ,
$[ \frac{1}{x^{\lambda+1}}]$ (ht $(\psi)$ ) $[ \frac{1}{x^{\lambda+1}}]$
$\xi^{\lambda}$ $\psi$ (ht $(\psi)=\xi^{\lambda}$ ) $\xi^{\lambda’}$
$O$ $f\in K$ $H_{f}$
$H_{f}= \{\psi\in H_{[O]}^{n}(K[x])|\frac{\partial f}{\partial x_{1}}(x)\psi=\frac{\partial f}{\partial x_{2}}(x)\psi=\cdots=\frac{\partial f}{\partial x_{n}}(x)\psi=0\}$
3
( $H_{f}$ )
$f\in K[x]$ $H_{f}$ 2 STEPI
$H_{f}$ STEP 2
$f=x^{3}+xy^{3}$ $E_{7}$ $\overline{\partial}x\partial 1=3x^{2}+y^{3},$ $\frac{\partial}{\partial}\angle y=3xy^{2}$ STEP
1 STEP 1
$[ \frac{1}{xy}],$ $[ \frac{1}{xy}\tau],$ $[=_{x\overline{y}}^{1}]$ , $[=_{xy}^{1}]$ , $[_{\overline{x}}\propto_{y}^{1}z]\in H_{f}$ STEP 2
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$\circ$ STEP 2











2. $[0_{1},0_{2}, \ldots]$ 01 $[]$
$L1,$ $L2$ 01
car $(L1)$ : $L1$ $L1=[]$ $[]$
$cdr(L1)$ : $L1$ $L1=[]$ $[]$
cons $(0_{1}, L1)$ : $L1$ 01
append $($Ll, $L2)$ : $L1$ $L2$ $[L1$ $L2$
]
list $S$ list $(S)$ $S$
set $L$ set $(L)$ $L$
$L=[1,2,3,4,5]$ set $(L)=\{1,2,3,4,5\}$ car $(L)=1$ , cdr$(L)=$
[2, 3, 4, 5], cons$(S, L)=[8,1,2,3,4,5|,$ $append([7,9], L)=[7,9,1,2,3,4,5|$ $S=\{0,9,$ $S,$ $7$ ,
6 $\}$ list list $(S)=[0,9,8,7,6]$




( ) FList, GList
STEPI
3. 2 $f=x^{3}+y^{6}+x^{2}y^{2}\in K[x, y]$ 1
$\prec$ $y\prec x$
(1). $\frac{\partial f}{\partial x}=3x^{2}+2xy^{2},$ $\frac{\partial f}{\partial y}=6x^{5}+2x^{2}y$ $A=\{x^{2}.xy^{2}, x^{5}, x^{2}y\}$
(2), $\{A)$ $G=\{x^{2}, xy^{2}, y^{5}\}$
(3). $\prec$ $x^{2}$ $G$
FList $=[m\deg(x^{2})]=[(2,0)]$
(4). 3 $xy^{2}$ 5 $y^{6}$
GList $=[[(1,2)], [(0,5)]]$
(5). $K[x, y]/\{G\}$ MList





4.2 4.3 3 STEP2 STEP2
$\sum c_{\lambda}[\frac{1}{x^{\lambda+1}}]$ ( $\sum c_{\lambda}\xi^{\lambda}$ )





$\Lambda_{H}=\{\lambda\in \mathbb{N}^{n}|\exists\psi s.t. ht(\psi)=\xi^{\lambda}, \psi\in H_{f}\}$ , $\Lambda_{H}^{(\lambda)}=\{\lambda’\in\Lambda_{H}|\lambda’\prec\lambda\}$ .
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4([25, 29]). $\psi$ $H_{f}$ $i=1,2,$ $\ldots,$ $n$ $x_{j}\psi$ $H_{j}$
5([25, 29]). $\lambda=(l_{1}, \ldots, l_{n})$ $N^{n}$ $\lambda\in\Lambda_{H}$ $i=1,2,$ $\ldots,$ $n$
$\lambda-ej=$ $(l_{1}, l_{2}, \ldots, l_{j-l}, lj- l, l_{j+1}, \ldots, l_{r\iota})$ $\Lambda_{H}^{(\lambda)}$
6([25, 29]). $\lambda=(l_{1}\dot, \cdots, l_{n})$ $N^{n}$ $\lambda\not\in\Lambda_{H}$ $(\lambda+N^{n})\cap\Lambda_{H}=\emptyset$
(I.e., $\exists\alpha\in$ FList, $x^{\alpha}*\xi^{\lambda}\neq 0$ )
6 STEPl FList ( ) MList
$\Lambda_{H}$
6 $\Lambda_{H}\backslash$ set(MList) GList
FList





GList: STEP 1 (4)
CT: $N^{n}$
TT: CT
CL $N^{n}$ ( )
$H_{f}$ append(MList, SList)
CL EL, LL, UU, RR





Remark: ( 1), ( 2), ( 3) 43 I. $e.$ ,
low-candidate, renewlow 43 CL, LList
(CL, LList )
(1) CT $=[]$ $(*1)$ CT
CT 4, 5, 6 2 “ nb “
“ cf”
$L=[(1,2))(3,1), (3,4), (1,8)]$ , FList $=[(2,3),(4,0)]$
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nb(L) $=[(2,2), (1,3),(4,1), (3,2),(4,4), (3,5),(2,8), (1,9)]$ , cf( $L$ , FList) $=[(1,2),$ $(3,1),$ $(1,8)|$
CT $=$ $[]$ CT 4 Case
Case (i) TT $=[]$ , GList $=[]$ . Case (ii) TT $=$ $[]$ , GList $\neq[]$ .
Case (iii) TT $\neq[]$ , GList $=[]$ . Case (iv) TT $\neq[]$ , GList $\neq[]$ .
Head-candidate Case CT
Case (i) “TT $=$ $[]$ and GList $=[]$ ” Head-main
7. 3 2 $f=x^{3}+y^{6}+x^{2}y^{2}\in K[x, y]$ 3
FList $=[(2,0)|$ , GList $=[[(1,2)|, [(0,5)]]$ $H_{f}$
Head-main $(($ $1), ($ $2), ($ $3))$ 9
( 1), ( 2), ( 3)
1-0. TT $=[]$ ; CT $=car(GList)=[(1,2)]$ ; GList $=$ cdr$(GList)=[[(0,5)]]_{0}$
1-1. Head-main (1) $\gamma=car(CT)=(1,2)$ , CT $=cdr(CT)=[]$
$\xi\eta^{2}$ (2) low-candidate $\xi\eta^{2}$ CL
(4.3 CL )(3) $p_{1}= \xi\eta+\sum_{\lambda\in CL}c_{\lambda}\xi^{\lambda}$
$( \frac{\partial}{\partial}x\angle)*p_{1}=(_{\partial y}^{\lrcorner\partial})*p_{1}=0$ $Eq$ $p_{1}= \xi\eta^{2}-\frac{2}{3}\xi^{2}$
TT $=$ cons((2, 1), TT) $=[(2,1)]$ , SList $=cons$($p_{1}$ , SList) $=[\rho_{1}]$
8-1 ‘. MList $*$ ” FList
$p_{1}$ ht $(p_{1})$
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2-0. CT $=$ $[]$ , TT $=[(1_{i}2)])$ GList $=[[(0,5)]]$ Head-candidate
Case (iv) TT 3, car(GList) 5 NT $=$ nb(TT) $=$
$[(1,3), (2,2)]$ , CT $=$ cf( $NT$ , FList) $=[(1,3)]$
2-1. Head-main (1) TT $=[],$ $\gamma=car(CT)=(1,3)$ , CT $=[]$
$\xi\eta^{3}$ o $low-cand\dot{\ovalbox{\tt\small REJECT}}date$ $\xi\eta^{3}$ CL
$p= \xi\eta^{3}+\sum_{\lambda\in CL}c_{\lambda}\xi^{\lambda}$ $(_{\text{\^{o}} x_{\ovalbox{\tt\small REJECT}}}^{1\partial}*p=. \frac{\partial}{\partial}y\angle)*p=0$ $Eq$
$Eq$ $\xi 7\int^{3}$ $\prime x$ $\uparrow_{\yen}^{\ovalbox{\tt\small REJECT} a}$ FList $=cons$ ((1, 3)., FList) $=$
$[(1,3), (2,0)]$
3-1. CT $=$ car(GList) $=[(0,5)]$ $(0,5)$ CT $=$
cdr(CT) $=[]$ , GList $=$ cdr(GList) $=$ $[]$ $low-cand\dot{\ovalbox{\tt\small REJECT}}date$ $7l^{5}$
CL $p_{2}= \eta^{5}+\sum_{\lambda\in CL}c_{\lambda}\xi^{\lambda}$ $( \frac{\partial}{\partial}x\angle)*p=(_{\text{\^{o}} y}^{1\partial})*p=0$
$Eq$ $p_{2}= \eta^{5}+\frac{9}{2}\xi\eta^{3}-3\xi^{2}\eta$ TT $=$ cons $((O,$ $5)$ , TT$)$ $=[(0,5)]$ ,
SList $=$ cons($p_{2}$ , SList) $=[p_{2} , p_{1}]$ 8-2
4-0. CT $=$ $[]$ , TT $=[(0,5)]$ , GList $=[]$ Head-candidate Case (iii)
NT $=$ nb((TT)) $=[(0,6), (1,5)]$ CT $=$ cf($NT$ , FList) $=[(0,6)]$
4-1. Head-main (1) TT $=$ $[]$ , $\gamma=$ car(CT) $=(0,6)$ , CT $=$
cdr(CT) $=[]$ $\eta^{6}$ o low-candidate $\eta^{6}$
CL $p_{3}= \eta^{6}+\sum_{\lambda\in CL}c_{\lambda}\xi^{\lambda}$ $(^{\text{\^{o}}} 1)*p=(\frac{\partial}{\partial}\angle y)*p=0$
$Eq$ $p_{3}= \eta^{6}+\frac{9}{2}\xi\eta^{4}-3\xi^{2}\eta^{2}+2\xi^{3}$ TT $=$ cons $((O,$ $6)$ , TT$)$ $=[(0,6)]$ ,
SList $=$ cons($p_{3}$ , SList) $=[p_{3}.p_{2},p_{1}]$ 8-3
5-0. CT $=$ $[]$ , TT $=[(0,6)]$ , GList $=[]$ – $Head_{-}cand\dot{\ovalbox{\tt\small REJECT}}date$ Case (iii)
NT $=$ nb((TT)) $=[(0,7), (1,6)]$ CT $=$ cf( $NT$ , FList) $=[(0,7)]$
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5-1. Head.main (1) TT $=$ $[]$ , $\gamma=$ car(CT) $=(0,7)$ , CT $=$
cdr(CT) $=$ $[]$ $\eta^{7}$ low-candidate $\eta^{7}$
CL $p= \eta^{7}+\sum_{\lambda\in CL}c_{\lambda}\xi^{\lambda}$ $(_{\partial x}^{\lrcorner\text{\^{o}}})*p=(_{\partial y}^{\lrcorner\partial})*p=0$
$Eq$ $Eq$ $\eta^{7}$
FList $=$ cons( $(O,$ $7)$ , FList) $=[(0,7), (1,3), (2,0)]_{0}$
6-0. TT $=[]$ , GList $=$ $[]$ $f$
( $H_{f}$ ) append (MList, SList) 10





MList, FList, TList, LList, SList
ML $=$ {mdeg $(g)|g\in$ MList}
8. $\psi$ $H_{f}$ $[ \frac{1}{X_{1^{1}}X_{n}^{n}+1\ldots’+1}]$ $\psi$ $H_{f}$ (
Head-main ),
$[ \frac{1}{x_{1}^{l_{1}}x_{2}^{l_{2}+1}\cdots x_{n}^{l_{\mathfrak{n}}+1}}],$ $[ \frac{1}{x_{1}^{l_{1}+1}x_{2}^{l_{2}}x_{3}^{l_{3}+1}\cdots x_{n^{n}}^{l+1}}],$
$\ldots,$
$[ \frac{1}{x_{1}^{l_{1}+1}x_{2^{2}}^{l+1}\cdots x_{n-1}^{l_{n-1}+1_{X_{n}^{\downarrow n}}}}]$
;
(1) LList, (2) TList, (3) ML, (4) $[0]$ ( )
$\xi_{1}^{l_{1}}\cdots\xi_{n}^{l_{n}}$ $\psi$
$(l_{1}-1, l_{2}, \ldots, l_{n}),$ $(l_{1}, l_{2}-1, \ldots, l_{n}),$
$\ldots,$
$(l_{1}, . . . , l_{n-1}-1, l_{n}),$ $(l_{1}, \ldots, l_{n-1}, l_{n}-1)$












- RR $:=$ list $($set $($EL $)\backslash$ set $($LL$))_{0}$
-UU: nb(LL) EL (
low-candidate )
( ) CL $=$ append( $EL$ , LList)
Head-main (3) ( 3) LList, UU, RR, EL
$(Z=1)$ $(Z=0)$
renewlow (41) LL $=$ list({p’ } $\cap$ set(EL)) LL
LList LL $\neq[]$ 8
LL $=[]$ LL $\neq[]$
“ $nb$” ’) cdl’
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end-if
CL $arrow$ append (EL, LList)
return (CL, UU, EL)
(Case 2) if LL $\neq[]$ then
$/*$ RR LL EL, UU $*/$
$Earrow\{\alpha|\gamma\succ\alpha$ , ( $\alpha$ $\gamma$ ), $\alpha\in$ UU $\}$
UU $arrow$ list $((set(UU)\backslash E)\backslash \{\gamma\})$ $/*if\gamma\in$ UU $*/$
RR $arrow a$ ppen $d$ (list $(E)$ , RR)
NL $arrow$ set(nb(LL))
$Barrow\{\beta|\beta\succ\gamma$ ( $\gamma$ $n\beta$ ), $\beta\in$ NL$)$
UU $arrow$ append (list $(B)$ , UU)
$Darrow$ cd (list $($NL $\backslash B)$ , ML, TList, LList)
EL $arrow$ append (list $(D\backslash (D\cap$ set $(RR))$ , RR$)$
end-if
CL $arrow$ append (EL, LList)
return (CL, UU, EL)
renewlow low-candidate
9. 3, 7 $f’\in K[x,$ $y|$ 7
0. Head-main( 1) LList $=[]$ , EL $=[(2,0)]$ ( $=$ FList), RR $=$
$[]$ , UU $=[]$ , LL $=[]$
1. (1,2) LL $=$ $[]$ , UU $=$ $[]$ $-1ow$-candidate (Case 1)
CL $=$ append(EL, LList) $=[(2,0)]$ $p=\xi\eta^{2}+c_{(2,0)}\xi^{2}$ $(_{\partial}^{\partial}s_{x})*p=( \frac{\partial f}{\partial y})*p=0$
$Eq:(_{\partial x}^{\lrcorner\partial})*p=3c_{(2,0)}+2=0,$ $( \frac{\partial f}{\partial y})*p=0=0$
$c=- \frac{2}{3}$ $p= \xi\eta^{2}-\frac{2}{3}\xi^{2}$ Head-main (3) $Z=1$
$-$ renewlow LL $=[(2,0)]$ , EL $=$ $[]$ , LList $=[(2,0)]$
2. (1, 3) LL $=[(2,0)]$ low-candidate (Case 2) NL $=$
nb(LL) $=[(3,0), (2,1)]$ EL $=$ NL
CL $=$ append(EL, LList) $=[(3,0), (2,1), (2,0)]$ $p=\xi\eta^{3}+c_{(3,0)}\xi^{3}+c_{(2,1)}\xi^{2}\eta+c_{(2,0)}\xi^{2}$
$Eq:c_{(3,0)}=0,$ $c_{(2,1)}+ \frac{2}{3}=0,3c_{(2,0)}=0,$ $- \frac{4}{3}=0$ $Eq$
Head-main (3) $Z=0$ FList $=cons$( $(1,3)$ FList) $=$
$[(1,3), (2,0)]$ $-$ renewlow LL $=$ $[]$ , EL $=$ cons$((1,3)$ , EL$)=$
$[(1,3))(3,0), (2,1)]$
3. $(0,5)$ CL $=$ append(EL, LList) $=[(1,3), (3,0), (2,1), (2,0)]$
$p=\eta^{5}+c_{(1,3)}\xi\eta^{3}+c_{(3,0)}\xi^{3}+c_{(2,1)}\xi^{2}\eta+c_{(2,0)}\xi^{2}$
$Eq:c_{(3,0)}=0,$ $c_{(2,1)}+ \frac{2}{3}c_{(1,3)}=0,3c_{(2,0)}=0,6-\frac{4}{3}c_{(1,3)}=0$ $Eq$
$p= \eta^{5}+\frac{9}{2}\xi 7\}^{3_{-3\xi^{2}\eta}}$ LL $=[(1,3), (2,1)]$ , LList $=[(1,3))(2,1), (2,0)]$ ,
RR $=[(3,0)]$
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4. $(0,6)$ NL $=$ nb(LL) $=[(2,3), (1,4), (3,2), (2,2)]$ cd(NL, ML, TList,
LList) $=[(1,4), (2., 2)]$ CL $=[(1,4), (2,2), (1,3), (3,0), (2,1), (2,0)]$ $p=$
$\eta^{6}+c_{(1,4)}\xi\eta^{4}+c_{(2,2)}\xi^{2}\eta^{2}+c_{(1,3)}\xi\eta^{3}+c_{(3,0)}\xi^{3}+c_{(2,0)}\xi^{2}$ $Eq:c_{(3,0)}+$
$\frac{2}{3}c_{(2,2)}=0,$ $c_{(1,4)}- \frac{9}{2}=0,$ $c_{(2,2)}+3=0_{\backslash }$. $c_{(2,1)}+ \frac{2}{3}c_{(1,3)}=0$ $Eq$ $p= \eta^{6}+\frac{9}{2}\xi\eta^{4}-$
$3\xi^{2}\eta^{2}+2\xi^{3}$ LL $=[(1,4),$ $(2,4)|$ , LList $=[(1,4), (2,2), (1,3), (2,1))(2,0)]$ ,
RR $=[(3,0)]$
5. $(0,7)$ CL $=[(1,5),$ $(2,3),$ $(1,4)$ ,
$($ 4, $0),$ $(3,1),$ $(2,2),$ $(1,3),$ $(3,0),$ $(2,1),$ $(2,0)]$ o $p= \sum_{(i,j)\in CL}c_{(i,j)}\xi^{i}\eta^{j}$
FList $=cons$( $(O,$ $7)$ , FList) $=[(7,0), (1,3), (2,0)]$
$H_{f}$ 5
TList, LList, FList ALC
MList, SList TList, LList, FList ALC )
Risa/Asir ([23])
$H_{f}$ MList SList cohomology
10. $f=x^{3}+y^{7}+xy^{5}$ $E_{12}$ $0$
$H_{f}$
[467] cohomology $(x^{\wedge}3+y^{\wedge}7+x*y^{\text{ }}5, [x,y], 1,0,0)$ ;
$[[1,y,x,y^{\text{ }}2,y*x,y^{\wedge}3, y^{\wedge}2*x, y^{\wedge}4,y^{-}3*x],$ $[-1/3*x^{\wedge}2+y^{\wedge}5,$ $-1/3*$
$/3*y^{\wedge}2*x^{\wedge}2-7/5*y^{arrow}5*x+y^{arrow}7]]$
1 MList 2 SList 1
cohomology $H_{f}$ $\check{C}$ech
[468] cohomology $(x^{\wedge}3+y^{\wedge}7+x*y^{\text{ }}5, [x, y], 1,0,1)$ ;
$[[y^{\wedge}(-1)*x^{\text{ }}(-1)$ , $y^{\ovalbox{\tt\small REJECT}}(-2)*x^{\wedge}(-1)$ , $y^{\wedge}(-1)*x^{\wedge}(-2)$ , $y^{\wedge}(-3)*x^{\wedge}(-1)$ , $y^{\wedge}(-2)*x(-2),y^{arrow}(-4)*x^{\wedge}(-1)$ ,
$y^{arrow}(-3)*x^{\wedge}(-2)$ , $y^{arrow}(-5)*x^{\wedge}(-1)$ , $y^{arrow}(-4)*x^{\wedge}(-2)]$ , $[y^{\wedge}(-6)*x^{\text{ }}(-1)-1/3*y^{\wedge}(-1)*x^{\wedge}(-3)$ , $y^{\text{ }}(-7)*x^{\text{ }}($
$-1)-7/5*y^{\text{ }}(-5)*x^{\text{ }}(-2)-1/3*y^{\text{ }}(-2)*x^{arrow}(-3)$ , $y^{\wedge}(-8)*x^{\text{ }}(-1)-7/5*y^{-}(-6)*x^{arrow}(-2)-1/3*y^{\text{ }}(-3)*x^{\wedge}($
$-3)+7/15*y^{\wedge}(-1)*x^{\wedge}(-4)]]$




$f\in K[x]$ $K[[x]]$ $f$
$\{\frac{\partial f}{\partial x_{1}},$
$\ldots,$
$\frac{\partial f}{\partial x_{n}}\}$ $J$
$H_{f}$ $K[[x]]/J$ ( $dx_{1}\wedge dx_{2}\wedge\cdots\wedge dx_{n}$
) $H_{f}$ $K[[x]]/J$ Grothendeick local residues
pairing
$res_{\{O\}}$
$($ ; $)$ : $H_{f}\cross K[[x]]/Jarrow K$
$K[[x]]$ $J$ $H_{f}$ }
Grothendieck local duality ( $dx_{1}\wedge dx_{2}\wedge\cdots\wedge dx_{n}$ ) ,
$F_{\lrcorner}^{1}xt_{K[[x]]}^{n}(K[[x]]/J, K[[x]])$ $K[[x]]/J$ pairing
$res_{\{O\}}$
$($ , $)$





([30]) $\xi$ $x$ $\xi$ $x$
11 ([30]). SList 1 $p$ $p=x^{\tau}+ \sum_{\kappa\prec\tau}c(\tau,\kappa)x^{\kappa}$ FList
$\alpha\in$ FList $\alpha\not\in$ LList $x^{\alpha}$ $\alpha\in$ FList
$\alpha\in$ LList
$x^{\alpha}- \sum_{\kappa\in TLi\ovalbox{\tt\small REJECT} t}c_{(rj.,\alpha)^{X^{\kappa}}}$
FList
$J$ ( $\kappa\in$ TList





12. 3 2 $f=x^{3}+y^{6}+x^{2}y^{2}\in K[x, y]$ 7 9
FList $=[(7,0), (1,3), (2,0)]$ , SList $=[p_{1}= \xi\eta^{2}-\frac{2}{3}\xi^{2},p_{2}=\eta^{5}+\frac{9}{2}\xi\eta^{3}-3\xi^{2}\eta,p_{3}=\eta^{6}+\frac{9}{2}\xi\eta^{4}-3\xi^{2}\eta^{2}+2\xi^{3}]$,
TList $=[(1,2), (0,5), (0,6)]$ 8-4 $*$ ” FList $K[[x, y]]$
J ( $\xi$ $\acute$r, $\eta$ $y$ )
(1). FList $(0,7)$ $y^{7}$ $p_{1},p_{2},p_{3}$ $\eta^{7}$
$y^{7}$
(2). FList (1, 3) $xy^{3}$ $p_{2}$ $\xi’?^{3}$
$\frac{9}{2}$ ht $(p_{2})=\eta^{5}$ $xy^{3}- \frac{9}{2}xy^{5}$
(3). FList $($ 2, $0)$ $x^{2}$ $p_{1}$ $\xi^{2}$
$- \frac{2}{3}$ ht $(p_{1})=\xi\eta^{2}$
$J$
$\{\begin{array}{l}x^{2}+\frac{2}{3}x\uparrow/^{2} \text{ }y^{7}, xy^{3}-\frac{9}{2}y^{5}, x^{2}+\frac{2}{3}xy^{2}\} \text{ }\end{array}$






$h(x)\in K[x]$ ( $h(x)\in K[[x]]$ ) $h(x)$
Grothendieck











$h$ $J$ $h$ $J$
2 ML, DL
ML $=$ {mdeg $(g)|g\in$ MList}, DL $=$ MLUset(TList) $\cup$ set (LList)
11 2




set (LList) $\ovalbox{\tt\small REJECT}$
$x^{\alpha} \equiv\sum_{\text{ }\in TList}c_{(\kappa,\alpha)}x^{\kappa}mod J$












TL $arrow$ {mdeg $(q_{1}),$ $\ldots$ , mdeg $(q_{m})$ }
ML $arrow\{m\deg(g)|g\in$ MList $\}$
(3). $Garrow\{\xi^{\gamma}|\forall\gamma\in nb(TLUML)\backslash (TL\cup ML))$
KList $arrow$ list $(\{$mdeg $(t)\in N^{n}|\forall t\in G\})$ $/*$ FList 15 $*$ ” $*/$
(4). while KList $\neq[]$ do
$\sigmaarrow$ car(KList)
KList $arrow$ cdr(KList)
$s arrow x^{\sigma}-\sum_{\lambda\in TL}c_{(\lambda,\sigma)^{X^{\lambda}}}/^{*}$
$\lambda\in TLf_{f}$




(3) 11 FList 11
$J$
15. 3 2 $f=x^{3}+y^{6}+x^{2}y^{2}\in K[x.y]$
$\prec$ , $y\prec x$ $f$
$J$ $J$ 7 9 SList $=[p_{1}=$
$\xi\eta^{2}-\frac{2}{3}\xi^{2},$ $p_{2}= \eta^{5}+\frac{9}{2}\xi\eta^{3}-3\xi^{2}\eta,p_{3}=\eta^{6}+\frac{9}{2}\xi\eta^{4}-3\xi^{2}\eta^{2}+2\xi^{3}]$, TList $=[(1,2), (0,5), (0,6)]$ , LList $=$
$[(0,6), (1,4), (0,5), (2,2), (1,3), (3,0), (2,1), (1,2), (2,0)]$ ( $\xi$ $x,$ $\eta$ $y$ )
append(TList, LList)
$($ 2, $0),$ $(1,2),$ $(2,1),$ $(3,0),$ $(1,3),$ $(2,2),$ $(0,5),$ $(1,4),$ $(0,6)$ .
SList $\Phi$
$\xi^{2}$ $\xi\eta^{2}$ $\xi^{2}\eta$ $\xi^{3}$ $\xi\eta^{3}$ $\xi^{2}\eta^{2}$ $\eta^{5}$ $\xi\eta^{4}$ $\eta^{6}$
$\Phi=$ $(\begin{array}{lllllllll}-\frac{2}{3} 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 00 0 -3 0 \frac{9}{2} 0 1 0 00 0 0 -2 0 -3 0 \frac{9}{2} 1\end{array})$
$\Phi$ $\Phi’$
$\xi^{2}$ $\xi\eta^{2}$ $\xi^{2}\eta$ $\xi^{3}$ $\xi\uparrow 7^{3}$ $\xi^{2}\eta^{2}$ $\eta^{5}$ $\xi\eta^{4}$ $\eta^{6}$
$\Phi’=$ $(\begin{array}{lllllllll}l -\frac{3}{2} 0 0 0 0 0 0 00 0 1 0 -\frac{3}{2} 0 -\frac{1}{3} 0 00 0 0 1 0 \frac{3}{2} 0 -\frac{9}{4} -\text{ }\end{array})$
ML $=\{(0,0), (1,0), (0,1), (1,1), (0,2), (0,3), (0,4)\}$ , TL $=\{(2,0), (3,0), (2,1)\}$ 15
$\circ$ ML $\triangle$ TL $\langle\xi^{\gamma}|\forall\gamma\in nb(TLUML)\backslash (TLUML)\rangle$
$G$ $G=\{\eta^{5}, \xi\eta^{2}, \xi^{3}\eta, \xi^{4}\}$ KList $=$














$\{y^{5}+\frac{1}{3}x^{2}y,x^{4},$ $x^{3}y,$ $xy^{2}+ \frac{3}{2}x^{2}\}$
Risa $/Asir$
16. $f=x^{4}+xy^{7}+x^{2}y^{5}$ $W_{25}$ $J$
$($ $x\succ y)$







STEP$1\Delta$ , $f$ Head-main (3)
3
(1)




Systems) [20, 24, 31] stratum















$\mathcal{L}arrow\{(S_{i}, G_{i})|S=T_{i}\cap Z\neq\emptyset, (T_{i}, G_{i})\in \mathcal{T}, i=1, \ldots, s\}/*$ stratum $*$ /
3. $\mathcal{L}$ stratum
( ) $\searrow$




strata strata MList, SList
$J$ stratum 11
Risa$/Asir[23]$






$a_{m})=0$ for all $1\leq i\leq s\}$
$f=x^{3}+axy^{3}+by^{4}+xy^{4}$ ( $a,$ $b$ )
$p_{-}co_{-}std$ $f$ , $[a,b]$ , $[X, y],$ $1\succ y\succ X\succ y^{2}\succ$
$yx\succ x^{2}\succ\cdots$ 1 $P-$ co$-$ std stratum
[391] $P-$co-st $(x^{\text{ }}3+a*x*y^{\wedge}3+b*y^{\wedge}4+x*y^{\wedge}4, [a,b], [x,y], 1,1)$ ;
non zero-dim.
$[]$




(-4) $*$ x $(-1),(-3)*(-2)]$











$[y^{\wedge}(-4)*x^{\wedge}(-1)-1/3*(-1)*x^{\text{ }}(-3), y^{\text{ }}(-5)*x^{\wedge}(-1)+(-1/3*y^{-}(-1)-1/3*a*y^{\wedge}(-2))*x^{\wedge}(-3)]$
$[y^{-}(-1)*x^{s}(-1), y^{\wedge}(-2)*x^{\wedge}(-1),y^{\wedge}(-1)*x^{\wedge}(-2), y^{\wedge}(-3)*x^{-}(-1), y^{-}(-2)*x^{-}(-2)]$
No. of coho. is 2 $+$5
Standard basis
$[x^{\text{ }}2+1/3*y^{\wedge}4+1/3*a*y^{\text{ }}3,y^{\wedge}2*x,y$ $5]$
$[[0], [-b*a]]$
$[-3/4*a*y^{n}(-4)*x^{\wedge}(-1)+b*y^{\wedge}(-3)*x^{\wedge}(-2)+1/4*a^{\text{ }}2*y^{\text{ }}(-1)*x^{\wedge}(-3)][(-1)*(-1),y^{-}(-2)*x^{\text{ }}$
$(-1),y^{\wedge}(-1)*x^{\wedge}(-2),$ $y^{-}(-3)*x^{\text{ }}(-1),y^{\wedge}(-2)*x^{\text{ }}(-2)]$
No. of coho. is 1 $+$5
Standard basis
$[b*x^{\wedge}2-1/4*a^{\wedge}2*y^{\text{ }}2*x,3/4*a*yarrow 2*X+b*y$ $3]$
strata
$[]$ stratum
- $V(a, b)$ $a=b=0$
10 $\{x^{2}+\frac{1}{3}y_{:}^{4}y^{3}x, y^{7}\}$
- $V(a)\backslash V(a, b)$ 6
$\{x^{2}, y^{3}\}$
- $V(b)\backslash V(a, b)$ 7
$\{x^{2}+\frac{1}{3}y^{4}+\frac{1}{3}ay^{3}, y^{2}x, y^{5}\}_{\text{ }}$
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